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FADE RESISTANT COLORS
The very best obtainable are used in printing all of the actual

patterns of wallpapers that we offer to you in this book.

THEY ARE ALL BRAND NEW 1933 STYLES of guaranteed quality

Each pattern has passed rigid laboratory tests, their fade resistant colors will endure sun *&*«*l bri8ht

and cheerful and give you many more times the service than wallpaper printed with ordinary colors.

That's Why They Are Called

EN - DUR - LITE
WALLPAPERS

Leadine DECORATORS AND ARCHITECTS recommend WALLPAPER because they know from experi-

ence that it is the most important factor in your home decoration. It is the background for all of your

furnishings. There is no substitute.

Styles in wallpaper change like other commodities. Why not be up to date by giving the walls of your home

a new dress? You will be surprised at the difference new wallpaper will make.

OUR LOW PRICES that are printed on the back of each pattern in this book are proof of the extraordinary

values we have to offer you in the very latest up-to-date quality wallpaper.

If vou do not find just what you want in this collection come to our store and make your selection from our

large stock of all grades. You will find our prices reasonable on anything you purchase.

Home, sweet home, will be sweeter with new wallpapers.

Please! Lend this book to your neighbor after you have made your selections. Thanks
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25
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 6c a yard

Ceiling 25c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-

age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of

side wall and 16 yards of bor-

der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-

scribed room is

$3.46
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

m

STARLIGHT
PATTERN

4- No. 908 4-

Like myriads of tiny stars the bright golden tracery in the fore-

ground brings to light the dominant colors of this ultra-modern

pattern.

On your walls this gorgeous pattern is smart. . .unobtrusive. .

.

in perfect taste, and printed with fade resistant colors. .
.you

can let in the sun.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

B

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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25
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 6c a yard

Ceiling 25c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$3.46
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

:D

VOGUE
PATTERN

4- No. 906 ±
Subtle, exquisite colors, softened by an over-web gold veil con-

tribute to the desirability and distinction of this marvelous peb-

ble embossed gold living room, hall or dining room paper.

So much beauty of design and coloring is rarely offered at so

low a price. See it in the roll to appreciate its beauty.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

El

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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22%c
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 6c a yard

Ceiling 22*/2C a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$3.21
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

IB

LUCRETIA
PATTERN

4- No. 904 4-

No need to tell you what a delightful change this lovely pattern

will make in the gloomy north lighted living room or dining room,

or how very gorgeous it will be on the walls of the guest room.

There's pale pink and green, orchid and tan with a clever pen-

ciling of gold that suits the luxury of your nicest rooms.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for ymi

to choose from.

a

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERT
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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17M2C
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 17 l/2c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.55
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
side back cover.

m

FAIRY GARDEN
PATTERN

4- No. 902 4>

Lacy, climbing spays in pastel shades on velvet-like peach colored

background will truly transform any room in your home into a

Fairy Garden.

Those who enjoy the luxury of an environment that is artistic,

quaint and in good taste may now satisfy their desire. The
border to match is designed especially for this side wall.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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20
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 20c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.80
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

SB

MONA LEE
PATTERN

4* No. 900 4-

Good quality—well-balanced design—brilliant fast colors all

contribute their share in making this pattern most desirable for

Living and Dining Rooms, Hall and Sun Room.

The soft toned background sets off the enduring beauty of de-

lightfully colored leaves and shimmering gold effect. Decora-

tive border to match.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

EI

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERT
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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16c
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 1 6c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of

side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.40
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

=B

SILVER MIST
PATTERN

4» No. 898 4>

Picture for yourself the new beauty and charm of your bed-

room redecorated with this dainty wallpaper in floral design

on the shimmering silver striped background.

Why wait when you can have the cheerful pleasure of a new

room at so small a cost. See it in the roll with gay band border

to match.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

B

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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20
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 20c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.80
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

wide back cover.

B

GOLDEN DAWN
PATTERN

4> No. 896 4
Heretofore a design of this kind has been confined to the higher

priced papers. It is a good general purpose paper and wiU blend

with most any type of furnishings.

There's a spirit of romance in the style and sweep of the pattern

which reflects the formal elegance of Colonial days. A delight-

ful blending border is made to match.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

.We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

&

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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I6V2C
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 6c a yard

Ceiling I6 l/2 c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.45
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

aQ

MULBERRY HUE
PATTERN

4- No. 894 4*

Young people of today, along with upsetting a score of time

proved standards prefer the sophisticated shade of orchid, and
when we look at this pattern ... so dainty yet %o very modern,
we're inclined to their point of view.

Truly enchanting with the lovely border to match.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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20
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 20c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.80
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

:Q

B

CHARMER
PATTERN

4> No. 892 4*

It is seldom that you would be able to purchase a pattern of
Such high quality as the Charmer at so low a price.

The delicate tracery of the floral design in a stylish popular
color tone is greatly enhanced by tiny flecks of gold. The border
too adds a deeper, more strongly colored finishing touch.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs to

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

B
THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERT
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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16c
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 16c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.40
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the ia-
side back cover.

VERSAILLES
PATTERN

4> No. 890 4*

Well dressed walls like stylishly dressed women attract attention.

There's really something inviting about this dainty design.

The Versailles is favored with colorings that sing to the eye like

melodious music does to the ear; a lovely pattern for bedroom,
sewing room or breakfast nook.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There-

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

GJ

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS

B
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18
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 18c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it
will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.60
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
side back cover.

==b

CJ

FESTIVAL
PATTERN

4- No. 888 4>

Those who enjoy the luxury of an environment that is artistic,
quaint and in good taste may now satisfy their desire.

The rambling upward sweep of the growing vine effect accentu-
ate the beautiful blended ground work. The matched border is

very appropriate and completes the combination.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so
little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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17
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 17c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.50
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
side back cover.

==E

H

GRANDEUR
PATTERN

4- No. 886 4»

The co-mingling of delightful color in iridescent effect on a pate

emerald background creates an unusual ensemble that will give

a decided touch of charm to any room.

Shades of green always impart a rich, cool beauty, and with the

soft toned border the result will be immensely pleasing.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

El

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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18
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 18c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.60
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
side back cover.

ROMILLA
PATTERN

4- No. 884 4>

Just a mere suggestion of the real beauty of the Romilla can
be given in so small a sample. Its atmosphere is restful and
completely charming.

See it in the roll with colorful border to match. No mistake
. . . NOW is the time to do that deferred decorating.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so
little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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16
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 16c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it
will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.40
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
side back cover.

BARCELONA
PATTERN

4 No. 882 4
A background of Spanish lace in filet design does much to bring
out the colorful creation and marvelous design of this general
purpose pattern.

You will like the generous swing to the matched border, it har-
monizes nicely with the sidewall.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so
little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

El

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS

EI
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16
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 1 6c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, ft

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpapSr
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.40
For other room measurement*,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
side back cover.

13

WILDWOOD
PATTERN

4> No. 880 4-

The pleasant tan background just suits dark walnut, mahogany
or oak and the free moving modern pattern is exactly what you
want for downstairs rooms or for the large guest room or master
bedroom.

Practical and charming in every way, especially so with the
pretty matched border.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

El

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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15
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 15c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it
will require 10 single roils of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.30
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
side back cover.

4-

ALADDIN
PATTERN

No. 878 ±

ii

B

The magic spell of Aladdin's lovely coloring, cleverly high-
lighted in touches of coral will impart an atmosphere of charm
and friendliness; use it in bedroom, sewing room, back hall or
breakfast nook.

You will search a long time before you find a paper prettier.
The band border repeats the coloring.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so
little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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15
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 4Yzc a yard

Ceiling 15c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.22
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

SEE)

NOVELETTE
PATTERN

4- No. 876 4-

Novel in design and novel in coloring, isn't it the kind of pat-

tern you would expect to pay much more for? Isn't it exactly

the thing you want to do over the library, living room or hall

inexpensively?

It will add much to your home decoration when combined with

the brilliantly colored border.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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15
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 15c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it
will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$2.30
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
tide back cover.

m

F£i

ARTISTRAE
PATTERN

4- No. 874 4.

Shimmering through the silvery lace network the soft colored
flowers in the background will impart enduring beauty to any
room.

A tastefully decorated room is a source of satisfaction to the
owner and a pleasant recollection to visiting friends and, last
but not least, it costs so little.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so
little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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11
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling lie a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it
will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$1.90
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-
side back cover.

FANTASY
PATTERN

4* No. 872 4-

What housewife couldn't imagine herself in a most fantastic
garden and concoct the most delectable dinners in a kitchen
whose walls were graced by the cool freshness of the Fantasy?

It is an ideal kitchen paper although it may be used with equal
effectiveness in other rooms. The pretty border harmonizes
nicely.

Fashion decrees modem design and gaiety of coloring. There
is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so
little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you
to choose from.

EI

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS

m
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11
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 4^c a yard

Ceiling lie a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$1.82
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

:Q

SPRINGTIME
PATTERN

4- No. 870 4-

Glorious sunshine, bright colored flowers, babbling brooks

—

this friendly, cozy looking pattern will create the atmosphere

of a fresh Spring day.

Your bedroom will take on new enticement where gracious har-

monies of enchanting flowers invite you to rest and sleep. The
blended border will furnish an attractive finish.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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10
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 10c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$1.80
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

CIRCE
PATTERN

4- No. 868 4»

The Circe will truly transform your pantry, back hall or

kitchen walls, and we don't need to tell you how perfect it will

be with white ruffled curtains and cretonne drapes.

Every good housekeeper is particular about keeping her work-

shop clean, cheerful and wholesome looking. Imagine this clean

tiled effect with miniature suggestions gracing your walls.

Fashion decrees modem design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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12
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 4 l/zC a yard

Ceiling 12c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-

age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of

side wall and 16 yards of bor-

der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-

scribed room is

$1.92
For other room measurement*,
see wallpaper scale on the ia-

&ido back cover.

B

STYLOID
PATTERN

4* No. 866 4-

Look at the low price on this dainty, dignified sample. The

gay, sprightly coloring is most pleasing, while the all-over pair

tern will be splendid for rough or uneven walls and will not

show soil easily.

The pretty border blends artistically with the side wall.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

El

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BIST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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13
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 5c a yard

Ceiling 13c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-

age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of

side wall and 16 yards of bor-

der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-

scribed room is

$2.10
F*r •ther room measurements,
s«e wallpaper scale on tke in-

*d« back cever.

:

CLASSIQUE
PATTERN

4» No. 864 4-

Where couid you find anything more striking for bedroom, sew-

ing room or breakfast nook? Classique is strictly up-to-the-

minute with its pastel blocked background and sprays of brightly

colored flowers.

Could a room be anything but serene, restful, perfectly charm-

ing with this modern pattern on its walls? The pretty border

blends harmoniously.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

Q

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS

B
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10
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 4c a yard

Ceiling 1 Oc a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-

age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of

side wall and 16 yards of bor-

der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-

scribed room is

$1.64
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

3D

HONEYSUCKLE
PATTERN

4- No. 862 4>

Here's one of the new patterns that's as daring and modern as

the fashion trend. Tan with glowing touches of coral, yellow,

blue and green.

How satisfying to know that you have something modern, yet

conservative enough for the most conservative. The pretty

border adds the finishing touch.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

B

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 4c a yard

Ceiling 1 0c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-

age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of

side wall and 16 yards of bor-

der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-

scribed room is

$1.64
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

m

BELLA VISTA
PATTERN

4- No. 860 «*•

What a nice thought! To have at least one room in the house

where you can get a whiff of springtime any day in the year.

Soft honey colored background with dashing little bouquets

of brilliant toned flowers that will give a room that sunshiny

look, and the low price will make your decorating cost ridicu-

lously little.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

B

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS

B
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SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 4c a yard

Ceiling 9c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-

age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of

side wall and 16 yards of bor-

der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$1.54
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on th® im-

side back cover.

33

MODERNE
PATT1RN

4- No. 858 4-

There's eye attractive virtue to this unique design because of its

faithful portrayal of inlaid marble tile, made doubly interesting

by the freshly colored floral design,

Moderne is a delightful change for the kitchen, bathroom or

hall. A highly colored scenic border to match will finish tie

room perfectly.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. Tkire

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from,

B

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH TEKT
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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7%c
SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 4c a yard

Ceiling 7 l/2ca single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-

age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of

side wall and 16 yards of bor-

der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-

scribed room is

$1.39
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

=D

TEA ROSE
PATTERN

4- No. 856 4-

The exquisite blossoms and foliage here reproduced will bring

sunshine into the bedroom needing cheerful color.

There is something fresh and sparkling in the rich shades of

canary and pink that will win instant favor. The band border"

will also please you.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

B

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY

BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 3c a yard

Ceiling 6c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$1.08
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

h

m

DELECTABLE
PATTERN

4« No. 854 4»

This small sample gives but a hint of the daintiness and grace

of this charming paper and its lovely iridescent coloring.

Dainty and refreshing will be your first thought when you see

this pretty paper in the roll with border to match.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS
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SINGLE ROLL

for side wall

Border 4c a yard

Ceiling 5c a single roll

Using this pattern in the aver-
age room 10x12x8 ft. high and
allowing for the average num-
ber of doors and windows, it

will require 10 single rolls of
side wall and 16 yards of bor-
der. The cost of the wallpaper
and border for the above de-
scribed room is

$1.14
For other room measurements,
see wallpaper scale on the in-

side back cover.

EQ

EI

LEONORE
PATTERN

4- No. 852 -4-

This pattern will instantly appeal because of its unusual deco-

rative possibilities. It's a brand new, seasonable pattern, that

will form a perfect background for your bedroom appointments,

in fact it is most appropriate for any room in the house needing

cheer and brightness.

There's an artistic band border to match.

Fashion decrees modern design and gaiety of coloring. There

is nothing in your home that is more in evidence, yet costs so

little as wallpaper.

We have hundreds of other 1933 patterns at our store for you

to choose from.

B

THIS WALLPAPER IS PRINTED WITH VERY
BEST OBTAINABLE FADE RESISTANT COLORS



Chart for Estimating Single Rolls
Neededfor Any Room

Deduct 2 Single Rolls of Sidewall for Every 4 Openings

Size
of

Room

Single Rolls of Sidewall Necessary,
According to Height of Room Yards

of

Border

Single
Rolls of

Ceiling7

Feet
8

Feet
9

Feet
10

Feet
11

Feet
12

Feet

8x 8
8x10
8x12
8x14

8
8
8

10

8
10
10
12

10
10
12
12

10
12
12
14

12
12
14
14

12
14
14
16

12

13
14
16

3
4
4
4

9x10
9x12
9x14
9x16

8

10
10
10

10
10
12
12

10
12
12
14

12
12
14
16

12
14
16
16

13
16
16
18

14
15
16
18

4
4
4
6

10x10
10x12
10x14
10x16

8
10
10
12

10
12
12
12

12
12
14
14

12
14
14
16

14
14
16
18

14
16
18
18

14
16
17
18

4
4
6
6

12x12
12x14
12x16
12x18

10
12
12
12

12
12
14
14

14
14
16
16

14

16
16
18

16
18
18
20

18
18
20
20

17
18
20
21

6
6
8
8

13x13
13x14
13x15
13x16
13x18

12
12

12
12
14

12
14
14
14
16

14
14
16
16

. 16

16
16
16
18
18

18
18
18
18
20

18
20
20
20
20

18
19
20
21
22

6
6
8
8
8

14x14
14x15
14x16
14x18

12
12
12

14

14
14
14

14

16
16
16
16

16
18
18
18

18
18
20
20

20
20
20
22

20
20
21
23

8
8
8
8

15x15
15x16
15x18
15x20

12
14
14
14

14
16
16
16

16
16
18
18

18
18
20
20

20
20
22
22

20
20
22
24

21
22
23
24

8
8

10
10

16x16
16x18
16x20

14
14
16

14
16
18

16
18
20

18
20
22

20
22
24

22
24
26

22
24
25

10
10
12

If the chart shown here does not meet your requirements,
take the distance in feet around your room, leaving out the
doors and windows, multiply same by the height of ceiling
which will give you the amount of square feet. Divide this
amount by 30 square feet and you have the number of single
rolls of side wall required.

For the ceiling requirements multiply the length of room in
feet by the width and divide by 30 square feet.

Border required will be the number of yards around the room.

Our
Wallpapers Beautify

Our Prices Satisfy • • •

We carry a large stock of the season's latest styles in

all grades.

You are assured complete satisfaction when you pur-

chase your wallpaper from us.

You can see the entire pattern in the roll with border

and ceiling to match. You know just what you are

buying.

If you are short a roll to complete a room you can

secure it quickly, or you can return any rolls you have

left.

Personal attention and courteous advice on all of your

decorating problems.

Prompt Service Satisfaction Guaranteed
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